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WHEN TO USE FLEX CIRCUIT VS. RIGID
CIRCUIT BOARDS

No Compromise Between Power and Volume

Medical devices and implants.

Inner-engine automobile sensors.

Measurement sensors for the oil and gas industry.

Consumer electronics.

Flexible circuitry may be preferable to rigid circuitry in situations where space or weight is limited.

Size and Weight Reduction Beneퟪ�ts to Flexible Circuitry

Generally, ᒌexible circuitry is the go-to solution for manufacturers who need:

Wiring solutions that ᑴt where rigid boards cannot.

Thin, lightweight products that are nonetheless durable.

Miniaturized versions of existing technologies.

Three-dimensional packaging geometry.

A low number of device interconnects.

Shock and vibration resistance.

These beneᑴts point to ᒌexible circuitry options as an ideal solution for mobile consumer electronics. Enterprising circuit

board amateurs who take apart their smartphones or laptop computers will ᑴnd a wealth of ᒌexible circuitry inside any

modern device on the market.
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In the case of mobile devices, the use of rigid circuitry would result in a device too large, too heavy, and too fragile to

conveniently carry around. This was the case with the Osborne I, the ᑴrst fully powered mobile computer, which weighed in

at an intimidating 24.5 pounds. 

Size and weight reduction represent only one half of the ᒌexible circuit story, however. They are also ideal for high

temperature and high-density applications.

High Temperature and High-Density Applications

In many cases, ᒌex circuits are made of polyimide or a similar polymer. This material dissipates heat better than most rigid

circuit board materials. For this reason, ᒌexible circuits can be placed in inconvenient locations where heat would impact the

performance of a rigid circuit board.

Flexible circuit boards can be designed to withstand extreme temperatures – between -200° C and 400° C – which explains

why they are so desirable for borehole measurements in the oil and gas industry.

In fact, because of these conditions, and the need for small, unobtrusive devices in most industrial environments, ᒌexible

circuits represent the ᑴrst choice for engineering design in most industrial sensor technologies.

High temperature resistance comes usually comes with good chemical resistance and excellent resistance to radiation and

UV exposure as well. Combined with the ability to control impedances in high density circuit board designs, ᒌexible circuit

designs oᓄer many beneᑴts to manufacturers.

Why Not Make All Circuit Boards Flexible?

Flexible circuit boards are certainly useful, but they are not going to replace rigid circuit boards for all applications. Cost

eᒤciency is the main obstacle to implementing an exclusively ᒌexible circuit board design in a consumer product. Rigid

circuit boards are less expensive to manufacture and install in a typical automated high-volume fabricating facility.

Typically, the ideal solution for an innovative product is one that incorporates ᒌexible circuitry when necessary, and employs

solid, reliable rigid circuit boards where possible to keep manufacturing and assembly costs down.

Some manufacturers even use hybrid rigid-ᒌex printed circuit boards expressly for this purpose. This is common in laptop

computers and medical devices, where rigid circuit boards can be connected to one other using ribbon-like ᒌexible circuits.

These boards can be compounded and designed to meet any number of engineering needs by focusing on the respective

strengths of each circuit board base technology.

http://oldcomputers.net/osborne-1.html
http://www.magazines007.com/pdf/FCT-JVonBank.pdf


Power Design Services creates both ᒌexible and printed circuit boards for product manufacturers. Enjoy a consultation with

one of our experts to ᑴnd out if your product prototype design is best served by ᒌexible or rigid circuit board types.
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